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The Household Secret Menage Bdsm Victorian Medical Erotica
Taylor Raine is a talented interior designer with a killer portfolio and a backlog of successful clientele. So when he's called out to the middle of nowhere to service the eccentric and reclusiive Abramo De
Rosa, his patience is already wearing thin... That is, until he lays eyes on the man himself. De Rosa is as handsome as he is unusual, and it's not long before Taylor finds himself charmed, led through from
room to room of the strange old house as Abramo illustrates the various sundry activities he envisions for each nook and cranny. But it's not until his mysterious client leads him into the master bedroom - or
"Dungeon", as Abramo calls it - that Taylor realizes exactly what kind of job he's stumbled into. And by then, it's far too late to turn back... --- Excerpt: “There is one final room I want you to see. It has my most
favored items packed away.” Taylor gave a swift nod and followed the eccentric person downstairs, his mind relatively calm for having experienced such strange behavior from his client. They reached the
second floor again and Abramo pushed a door open to a very large bedroom. It was empty except for a wide bed, the mattress resting on an intricate, cast-iron frame. Four narrow poles erupted from the
corners of the support, each spindly post decorated with black, metal vines. The headboard of the bed was lovely as well, sporting the same woven wires of sculpted flowers and leaves. “This is the master
bedroom. I want this to be absolutely splendid: my own private lair.” Abramo strode into the room and opened the closets. “If it’s possible, I want some retractable toys in here. I want my friends and guests
to be completely overwhelmed by the hidden contraptions that spring out and ensnare them.” Taylor didn’t know why he asked, but the words escaped him before he had even prepared to speak. “And what
form of toys were you thinking?” His voice was silky and alluring, a tone he had never used before. Taylor surprised himself, normally being a soft-spoken, relatively bland guy, but he felt strong and confident
in the Abramo’s presence. Without really knowing the man, Taylor understood, with impressive clarity, that he would never be judged by the client for speaking out of turn. Abramo peered at Taylor, his dark
eyes scanning the designer’s thin body. He still held Taylor’s sports coat and he smiled, appreciating the fact that the professional man was actually asking him questions with authentic curiosity. Turning
around, Abramo went into his closet and grabbed something hidden in the shadows. Taylor stood by the door, his knees suddenly trembling as he wondered if he had somehow gotten himself into a situation
he couldn’t handle. But his gray eyes remained glued to the pointed thing that was covered by a red, silk blanket as it was wheeled onto the main floor of the bedroom. Abramo hesitated, gauging Taylor’s
expression, before slowly pulling the sheet from the metal contraption.
The Secrets Are Coming Out…. The deep link between Beth’s family and Charlotte’s mother has been found. But what are the shadows the past is casting on the present? ?And what is the connection to
Charlotte’s old enemy, Klempner? A Tale of BDSM Ménage Erotic Romance and Suspense…. I so admire writers who can create these great stories so that the characters seem real to the reader. You are
definitely one of "them...."
PRIDE AND PUNISHMENT is an erotic retelling of a Jane Austen classic. Characters that you thought you knew...well, they're ready to reveal their secret selves. Mr. Darcy is a Dominant. Miss Elizabeth
Bennet is submissive. Jane Bennet might be the only "handsome" woman in Meryton, but puppy-like Charles Bingley needs a Mistress. Mr. Darcy doesn't think Jane has what it takes and separates the
couple. His growing lust leads Mr. Darcy to confess his desire to dominate Miss Elizabeth - a proposition that she mistakes for a proposal. Already accused of less-than-gentlemanlike behavior, Darcy must
find a way to win the submissive heart of a woman who abhors him. Described as "Pride and Prejudice meets 50 Shades of Grey," Pride and Punishment is not your mother's Austen. This is a deliciously
different BDSM erotic romance written for ages 18+. The original dialogue has been kept intact when possible. Passages modified to fit this retelling are rife with subtext and laden with innuendo. The basic
timeline is essentially the same as Pride and Prejudice, but the characters populating the pages now include Darcy's bisexual cousin Hugh, his dominant Aunt Catherine/Mistress Cat, his "little" cousin Anne,
his submissive sister Georgiana, kinky defiler-of-virgins George Wickham, lesbian switch Caroline Bingley, and militiamen who see more action in their bunks than out. This erotic Regency romance includes
MF relationships, MFM menage sexual congress, and BDSM activities and is written for adults only."
Granger Pharma executive Monica Granger is hiding her relationship from her family. She has to. Her lover is the son of her father's biggest business rival. Ben Coron is more than Monica can resist; he's
everything she's ever wanted—including dominant in bed.But when Coron Health makes a play for Granger Pharma, Monica's relationship—and her life—blow wide open. She loses her job, and her family
rejects her. Someone's stealing Granger's vital trade secrets, and worse, Monica's brother is dodging attempts on his life. Their passion is too strong to keep Monica and Ben apart for long. They must thwart
the takeover and heal the rift between their families. If they don't, they'll never trust one another enough to pursue the dominance and submission they both need.
Scorching Romantic Suspense menage erotica with Reverse Harem vibe, hard all-entrances action, and a haunted house! You’re invited to a Libra birthday party with all the firemen using their big equipment
on the new team member. The 19 year-old is about to have an all-on-one night none of the firefighters will forget. Events leading to the hard and unprotected party reveal betrayal and dark secrets. Blake has
another hot surprise in the hose room for the ‘new guy.’ All the firemen want Stevie for their One. Risking the secret menage for a ghost could ruin everything. Witchy Toy is the fifth and concluding episode
of Eve/Stevie’s adventures with all the firemen. It can be read on its own, but for greatest enjoyment read the episodes in order. Fire Chief’s Toy (First time sex. One-on-one with Dad’s best friend. Age gap.)
Cocky Toy Eve’s First 2 Firemen (Interracial, and so are all the rest of the episodes) Freaky Toy Eve’s First 3 Firemen (Surprise equipment) Sexy Toy Eve’s First 4 Firemen (Bondage and beyond airtight)
Witchy Toy—This concluding episode with all 5 firemen at once! This high-heat paranormal erotica series is for readers 18+. This book contains emotional content and intense imagery that may disturb some
readers. Readers open to exploring thrills in the dark, the supernatural, dom men, polyamory, mild BDSM, and a heroine emerging as a hero will have fun in here. Get rocked hard with Stevie and all the
firemen for an explosive birthday bang. This extra-long concluding episode is a full novella with poly HEA. Get it immediately, and enjoy!
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, spanking, flogging, HEA] Isabella Adams is in Pleasure to find her little brother. Hunky Marine cowboys
Rowdy Fuller and Shane Baker want to give her another reason to stay. When she discovers her brother is on Rescue Ranch, she knows Rowdy and Shane can put her where she needs to be. Not wanting
to ruin whatever happiness her brother may have found, she keeps her connection to him a secret. But, when the truth comes out, hearts may be broken and the happiness of everyone involved could be at
stake. Rowdy and Shane know what they want in a woman and they see every bit of it in Isabella. The feisty, headstrong beauty won't hesitate to go toe-to-toe with them, but she's got a submissive streak
they're ready to please. She's also got a secret they're determined to uncover. But, when that secret threatens one of their own, they find themselves in an unexpected battle of desire, heart, and loyalty they
might lose. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
(Author’s note: Each of these stories is available individually, and the first story is FREE.) AFTER FOREVER/ BISEXUAL BILLIONAIRE BOX SET is a menage erotic romance trilogy totaling 57,000 words.
M/m/f—rich, bisexual men sharing a curvy woman. Contains BDSM elements. CARELESS (16,000 words) After being forced out of his company, Nelson returns home a billionaire with a hole in his life. When
he meets Kimberly and Samuel, he decides he’ll have them both. But Kimberly and Samuel aren’t a couple, and Samuel’s the one holding things up. He hasn’t dated a woman in five years, and even
though it’s plain he loves Kimberly, he agrees to Nelson’s threesome on the condition that it be only one night. Kimberly would marry Samuel in an instant if he asked. He’s just not interested. But a single
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night to satisfy her curiosity is better than never knowing Samuel’s kiss. There’s no way for Nelson, Samuel and Kimberly to all get what they want, and one careless moment of weakness carries the power
to destroy everything. HOPELESS (17,000 words) A month after billionaire Nelson takes Kimberly and Samuel into his bed, their friendship is in tatters. Nelson tries to stay neutral, but he can’t stand by while
Samuel takes a hammer to the fragile pieces of Kimberly’s heart. Nelson isn’t a therapist; he’s a dominant man used to exacting sexual control from his lovers. He knows that tearing a submissive apart can
lead to breakthroughs… or breakdowns. It’s one thing to risk himself, but if he stumbles, beautiful, innocent Kimberly will pay the price of his failure. FEARLESS (24,000 words) Gorgeous billionaire Nelson
seems to attract the broken and the damaged. Just when he thinks he’s found a future with Samuel and Kimberly, Nelson’s former lovers reappear, still furious--and now suing--over a BDSM session gone
bad. He has never forgiven himself for what happened that night, and as old wounds are ripped open, he struggles to hide his darkest secrets and the truths they reveal about the man he really is. Kimberly
and Samuel have never been so happy, and they owe it all to Nelson. He's their dominating lover, their hero, their savior, and they don't care about his past mistakes. They need him, and they'll put everything
on the line to prove that he's a good man. (These BDSM threesome erotic romances contain explicit sexual content and graphic language that may be objectionable to some readers. Includes sexual
dominance and submission, bondage, spanking, toys and many other delights. For adults only.) Keywords: BDSM, bisexual, BBW, mmf, menage, billionaire, erotic romance, box set, first book free, first book
freebie
Luring the pack is barbaric and uncivilized, but it’s Emmalina’s only hope. (Author’s note: The standalone novel you’re about to read includes menage and BDSM elements of dominance and submission.
No cliffhangers! Luring the pack is barbaric and uncivilized, but it’s Emmalina’s only hope. Twenty-one-year-old Emmalina knows all about trouble even before her addict sister signs their house over to the
local wolf pack. Desperate, Emmalina tarts herself up and ventures into wolf territory. Her plan is simple: offer to lure the pack. Playing bait for a bunch of hot shifters is better than being homeless. The wolves
are even more brutal—and more refined—than rumored. Especially the cruel, dark-eyed alpha who looks into Emmalina’s soul and reads all her secret hopes. Armand is the most powerful alpha the pack has
ever had, and it’s not in his nature to let her off easy. But Emmalina’s hot, mysterious neighbors don’t approve of what she’s doing, and for good reason. What they’re hiding could save Emmalina’s life… or
get her killed. This book includes: Four hunky heroes, one heroine, dark forests and darker secrets. Keywords: menage, shifter romance novel, multiple partner, standalone novel, bdsm, dominance,
submission, wolf shifter, sabertooth saber-tooth, shark, billionaire, secrets, suspense, steamy, erotic romance, author with free books, happy ending!

[Menage Amour: Erotic Interracial Paranormal Sci-Fi Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, with M/M, shape-shifters, consensual BDSM, spanking, HEA] Travis is a closeted
bisexual man in love with Keyos, the sexy man of his dreams. However, his heart is stolen by a gorgeous waitress named Daisy. And Travis is certain Keyos has no idea they're
seeing each other. Keyos knows Travis is attracted to Daisy, and he fears Travis is going to leave him for her. Daisy can give Travis what their town considers a respectable life
as a straight couple, but he can't just throw two years of love away. So Keyos asks Daisy to have dinner with him and Travis and a passionate love is unleashed. As their love
explodes, a killer trying to cover his tracks puts Daisy and her family in danger of being arrested by the federal government and studied as aliens. To prevent this, Keyos
scrambles to save his new family, but Daisy's secrets could destroy them all. Or will Passions Prevail? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
This book will unleash your fantasies with rough sex, forbidden and taboo wild sex and keep you breathless until the last orgasm! Be prepared to be transported to a world of
ecstasy and pleasure. So tight... so tempting... so taboo!! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica,
historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage,
spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica,
xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy,
her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin,
smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle,
threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
Any Way West [Menage and More: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M] The two gorgeous men on her doorstep look like the answer to Carly's sexual frustration.
She has a score to settle with one, and he's brought a peace offering in the form of a hunky friend. Carly knows Jake's darkest secrets and, at one time, desired him anyway.
Now she won't settle. She wants it all. Jake's hard and furious, Trey's slow and tender. Ten years ago, Jake took everything Carly offered, any way he wanted, then abandoned
her for the rodeo, danger and the open road. When he decides he still wants the one woman who accepted his rough sexual needs, he won't settle for less. He'll do what he must
to convince her he'll be enough. If she wants Trey, Jake will share her, but only for now. Who says you can't go home again? ** Dual Bondage: Roped and Tied [Menage and
More: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, with M/M and M/M/F not involving heroes/heroine, BDSM, orgies, public exhibition, sex toys] Desperate to fulfill her
fantasies, BDSM and a menage with the Barnes twins tests Mariah O'Donnell's boundaries: Marc the master instructor with a dark past and secret baggage-Trey the charismatic
charmer with a slow hand and a gentle touch. Trey Barnes's production contract has a morality clause, and the one woman who turns him inside out is testing his mettle. His
competent location manager is trying to seduce him. Forgetting Mariah means bedding every available woman. Only it's not working. After unsuccessfully seducing her boss,
Mariah is hot, horny, and furious. Until Trey's roped and tied beneath her, revenge sex with his twin may be a daunting diversion, but Marc wants Trey to see how much Mariah
cares. Trey wants Mariah too much to resist the menage she offers. If he wants a shot at happiness, he'll have to find a way around the contract. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Enjoy a Collection of immorally delicious Erotica Stories of love and lust! Do you like HOT Erotcia Short Books sexy love stories? Then this is the book for you: Click the
Download Button Now and start reading in seconds! 18+ readers only. Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian
erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished,
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bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy
short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex,
forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo,
mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica,
threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
[Siren MEnage Everlasting: Erotic MEnage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, light consensual BDSM, paddling, HEA] When planning the wedding for a very wealthy family,
Samantha soon realizes she's at the mercy of the bride's three handsome brothers who desire her complete submission. She wants to prove to her Aunt who owns the venue
that she is more than capable of managing an event of this magnitude. Feeling confident that she can handle the three men without compromising her integrity, she fails to
anticipate the heat of attraction until she's lost in what these three men demand from her mind and body. Enflamed by her own desires, she pushes her limits beyond anything
she could have anticipated. When she's forced to make a choice between the life they want her to embrace, her job, and her own family, can she confront not only what she's
become, but family secrets that could destroy her future happiness? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
A history of the love affair between BDSM (Bondage/Discipline, Dominance/Submission, Sadism/Masochism) and science fiction and fantasy. Lewis Call explores
representations of BDSM in the 1940s Wonder Woman comics, the pioneering prose of Samuel Delany and James Tiptree, and the television shows Battlestar Galactica, Buffy,
Angel and Dollhouse.
This is the sexy thrilling story of Alexander Graham Bell's lover given the title of Vampire Mistress. This is an erotic bundle of short stories written by members of a nudist colony.
The couple will travel to remote parts of world and visit naked tribes and nudist colonies in exotic locations. The stories will continue with the same characters in the other e-books
by Fionna and Dick Free Man. Dick and Fionna Free Man is a pen name for one writer with both a masculine and a feminine side. There are many elements of murder mystery
BDSM, fetish sex, vampires, werewolves, fantasy fiction, sci-fi, pleasure, lust, desire, temptation, passion and seduction! Dick and Fionna are a make believe married couple with
a fictional daughter named Fanny. Look for erotic romance e-books by Dr. Fionna Free Man Sex Therapist. Also e-book author called Willa B. Free does Erotic photography of
nude couples in exotic location and famous landmark in all 50 states. The couple writes about sex stories, love, smut, temptation, desire, lust, seduce, forbidden, fetish, romance,
kissing, touch, aroused, relationship, girlfriend, boyfriend, come read them all!
The Boys Are Back in Town Two Friends One Week One Virgin It was all supposed to be about sex A bit of fun No-one mentioned love.... When nothing is known of her, what
will happen when her past returns? And if her secrets are revealed, who will pay? A BDSM Ménage Erotic Romance and Thriller ?This Box Set contains the following titles,
published individually under the series title 'Mastering the Virgin'. Part One – Friends Part Two – Partners Part Three – Allies Part Four – Comrades Part Five - Rivals Part Six –
Lovers Part Seven – Masters Part Eight – Dominants Part Nine – Suitors Part Ten – Penitents Part Eleven – Confidants Part Twelve – Champions Part Thirteen – Triad Part
Fourteen – Alphas Part Fifteen – Guardians A Little Extra – Christmas on the Doorstep Part Sixteen – Hunters Part Seventeen – Saviours Part Eighteen – Family Total Approx
450,000 Words Explicit Adult Content: For Mature Readers Only
The mysterious De Florian brothers family line has lived for centuries in their mansion on the outskirts of the sleepy town of Gosford. The two billionaire brothers, Rafe and Buck –
often at odds with each other and highly competitive – keep themeselves to themselves, and with good reason too. Cindy, a voluptuous waitress in a local diner, is one day
charged with making a delivery to their home, and in the cab on the night of the full moon, she travels up the winding roads for an unexpected rendezvous. When Rafe sees a
woman more attractive to him than any other, he desires to claim her for his own and invites her in, but Buck suddenly makes an appearance, and a struggle for Cindy's
affections begins... werewolf, werewolves, menage, werewolf menage, billionaires, bbw, werewolf bbw menage, menage a trois, menage romance
Each book in this Taboo Erotica Bundle features women being taken hard and fast by the man of the house. Irresistible hot alpha males featuring in step menage erotica. They all
love to get down and dirty. No matter how wrong or taboo it might be, they all take what they want. Look forward to sex stories for adults with a twist and step.. Keywords: short
sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica,
sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series,
schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf
collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction,
bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex,
free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house,
erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
150 stories of your secret desires! Enjoy this collection of sinfully delicious Erotica Tales An explicit bundle of HARDCORE household erotica! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica
short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic
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domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young
teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp,
books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial,
bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx
bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic
stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
[Siren MEnage Everlasting ManLove: Erotic Alternative MEnage a Trois Romance, M/M/M, spanking, light consensual BDSM, food play, HEA] For years Gramps told Dane
Kennedy that a real Valentine's Day is more than cards and chocolate. It includes lovers, family, and friends. The secrets Dane holds close prevent him from finding what Gramps
is talking about. A phone call changes Dane's world and he's put in the excruciating position of making a life and death decision.Vyce and Fyuri Romeo push all of Dane's
attraction buttons. The big Native American brothers are muscled, dark-skinned, and powerful. But are they as strong inside as they are on the outside? Another phone call
devastates Dane. One of his secrets has been discovered and could cost him millions.Dane runs but Vyce and Fyuri find him. The brothers set rules that Dane pushes against,
testing the limits and discovering the pleasures of punishment. Life has torn holes into Dane's fragile soul. But sometimes heartaches are of our own making. Sometimes secrets
aren't always a secret. Watch Dane find this out when he's given a real Valentine's Day. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
[Menage Amour: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M with M/M elements, voyeurism, public exhibitionism, fire play, sex toys, HEA] When Allie Walker
inherits her father's huge, beautiful house on the California coast, she knows it is the chance of a lifetime. Now she can start the bed-and-breakfast she's always dreamed of-with
the help of her boyfriend Brad McCarthy and the sexy, mysterious handyman Karl Masterson. But no sooner do they open for business when mistakes from Allie's past come
back to haunt her and she begins to suspect that her father had his own shocking secrets. Now Allie must reconcile herself with her past, deal with the photographer who seems
to want to bring up things she'd rather not talk about, decide what to do about the sexy woman that is showing interest in Brad, and deal with the fact that her father was a leader
in the local BDSM community. And then there is her growing attraction to Karl and the way of life he represents. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
This incredibly steamy three story bundle gives you a taste of a variety of hot gay sex, featuring the following three stories: Rodeo Secrets (Gay Cowboy Rodeo) Bull riding, rodeo
cowboys, and secrets under the bleachers. Charlie eagerly awaited the rodeo every summer. He loved it when the cowboys finally came to town. This summer, he's set his sights
on the prize winning bull rider, a dark and rough cowboy. Will Charlie be able to lure the cowboy away from the crowds for a more intimate encounter? This 3,200+ word erotica
short story describes a gay rodeo cowboy sex scene. Corporate Seduction (Gay First Time / Adultery) Mason is a not so happily married man with children, but he's finally
coming to the realization that he's sexually attracted to men. This realization may have been helped along by his very hot, and unashamed coworker, Julian. When Julian sets his
sights on Mason, sending him flirtatious and very suggestive emails, it becomes clear to Mason that if he wants to bring his fantasies to life, Julian is more than happy to help.
Will Mason finally accept that he wants more than just fantasies of other men? Will he take Julian up on his offer to bring his fantasies to life? This 5,000+ word erotica short story
involves a first time gay experience, between a married man and his coworker. Bound to the Mob (Gay Menage BDSM Spanking Slave/Alpha Male) A debt to the mob, paid with
submission. Dante lures a young man into borrowing money from him, knowing that Luca won't find the money to pay him back. Luca comes to his house to beg for more time,
but instead Dante makes him an offer that he doesn't want to refuse. Will surrendering himself up as a sex slave to Dante and his bodyguards, in the basement dungeon, be
enough to settle his debt? The book is a 3100+ word BDSM erotica story, involving multiple male partners.
Enjoy this collection of sinfully delicious Erotica Tales! An explicit bundle of HARDCORE household erotica! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books,
older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation,
punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt,
cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men,
dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy
women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set,
threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
They are certain to get your heart beating fast and your hands wandering to naughty places! 150 hot erotica stories featuring doctors doing filthy things to their inexperienced
patients... Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica,
virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding,
bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister
step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage,
first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal,
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daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky,
sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
Daria's Heroes [Menage Amour: Erotic BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, with M/M, spanking, sex toys] When Daria Tate loses everything-house, job and best friendGage Mulligan and Roman Foster step in. The two firefighters had promised their foster mother not to declare their love until Daria turned twenty-five. But their girl needs heroes,
and they are just the men for the job. Daria has loved Gage and Roman since the first time she'd met them. But Gage and Roman were gay and totally devoted to each other, or
so she thought. When they tell her the truth of their relationship, Daria thinks her dream of being with them has come true. Then they share the secret of their Master/slave BDSM
lifestyle. Will Daria be able to accept them and join in their fun and games? Will they be able to help her over the guilt of not being home the night of the fire? Will their feelings
fizzle or blaze into a firestorm of love? ** Her Knight in Dusty BDUs [Siren Classic: Erotic BDSM Romance, spanking, sex toys] Eden Xavier needs a hero after her brother's truck
runs out of gas in the middle of the night. As she is walking back to her combination sex toy boutique and tattoo/piercing parlor, Bailey Hawke rides to her rescue. Bailey is not
sure he wants to get involved with anyone, but something about Eden grabs hold of his heart and won't let go. He is a Dominant in need of a very special submissive woman who
can survive the long separation without turning to others. When Eden's ex-husband causes trouble, Bailey sees Eden's strength. When she willingly submits to his demands, he
realizes he might have found the woman he has been looking for. But will Eden's ex ruin everything? Will Eden submit to him in all ways before he leaves? Will he be able to
return and prove he is Her Knight in Dusty BDUs? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Reclaimed [MEnage Amour: Erotic Paranormal Consensual BDSM MEnage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, shape-shifters, HEA] Shifter Sanctuary isn't just an exclusive mountain
retreat, it's also home to a BDSM club where shifters take a walk on the wild side. Paige Matthews flees to the resort to warn her former pride leader of nightmares long thought
behind them. But no one warned Paige about two affirmed bachelor lion shifters who would make her question everything she had ever been told. Dylan Jacobs and Matt West
are Doms who have no desire to settle down, until they meet Paige. They want her to be their submissive, but they're unaware of her family's responsibility for a horrible event
that shattered the pride and threatens its future. Paige knows the past's secrets still pose a danger and she's the only one who can sound the alarm. But revealing those secrets
might mean losing the only men who have ever made her feel safe. Together they will need to confront the past and conquer the threat still stalking them if they have any chance
of claiming happiness. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romantic Suspense, M/F/M, spanking, flogging, sex toys, HEA] Michelle Rossin will do almost anything to
help the troubled boys at Tulsa's Linkin Hope House. But when one of them starts endangering not only his life, but others', she's caught between keeping his secret-and keeping
him out of jail-or taking the blame. Firemen for Hire, Wiley Russell and his brother Brody, have a duty to catch whoever's setting fire to abandoned homes. When they see a
beautiful blonde running from one of the burning houses, they give chase. However, they don't know whether they're chasing an arsonist or the woman of their dreams. When
she turns up at the fire station later, asking for help, they don't know whether to help her or call the police. Michelle soon learns that fires, like sexual attraction, have a way of
burning out of control. Should she fan the flame of desire? Or will she put out the fire to keep a boy safe? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Two is fun, but three is hot, hot, hot….. When it comes to spicing things up in the bedroom, sometimes adding a third person is just what you need to take things to the next level.
Whether it’s a fun experiment between friends, an unexpected addition to the party, or a last-ditch effort to save a relationship, when the clothes come off, the fun starts. This
great collection includes five steamy standalone stories of people trying a ménage for the first time, including: Exploring His Fantasy After ten years of marriage, Brooke finally
tells her husband her ultimate fantasy: a ménage a trois with two men. Michael has always been staunchly straight, so he is shocked when Brooke’s suggestion brings up a
secret desire to have his first gay experience. Ménage a Geek Three best friends. One crazy weekend. The three-way to end all three-ways. Delilah, Wesley, and Kent are the
three-person I.T. team for the company. Best friends for years, they spend most of their time together, both at work and on their personal time. Delilah has been fighting her
attraction to the two men for a long time, but she has no idea they also want more until a game of “Two Truths and a Lie” reveals their interest. Fortunately, she doesn’t need to
choose between them because the guys know how to share. The Babysitter’s First Ménage Sammie has a big secret. The college co-ed works as a daytime nanny for Mr. and
Mrs. Ruiz after her morning classes. While Mr. Ruiz works at home, Sammie watches the baby. Except sometimes when the baby is taking his nap, Sammie takes care of Mr.
Ruiz instead. Until the day Mrs. Ruiz unexpectedly comes home to find Sammie kissing her husband in a very private place. She’s afraid Mrs. Ruiz is going to fire her for
seducing her husband, but instead, his wife demands to get in on the action. The Ride of My Life When divorced single mom Laurie signs up as a driver for a popular ride-hailing
service to make money, she never imagines that she will find herself engaging in a ménage a trois with two total strangers. On her last call of the night Laurie picks up a pair of
handsome younger men who are interested in sharing more than just a ride – the best friends also want to share her! When Dion and Erik proposition her, she agrees to take a
different kind of ride – a smoking hot adventure that has a very happy ending for all of them. Share Me Cheryl is devastated to learn that her husband Michael has cheated on her
with some skank he met in a bar. Desperate to save his marriage, Michael promises to do anything Cheryl asks. She devises a devious punishment: she will cheat on him with a
hot guy she met at the gym -- and her husband will watch. Michael gets more than he expected as he gets a hard spanking and watches his hot wife enjoy another man. Buy your
copy today!
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[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, sex toys, HEA] When submissive Kari Tye returns home to Racy, Indiana, and opens a
sex shop, she contends with more than the town’s surprise. Doms Noah Wells and Adison Kincaid are back in her life and vow to win her heart. But what will happen when the
secret she left behind in New York City catches up with her? Noah was not only the town loser—he and Kari despised each other. But now that he’s turned his life around, can he
and Kari put the past behind them? Adison took Kari’s virginity in high school, only to later enter a short-lived marriage with a woman he barely knew. How can she ever forgive
him for that, let alone become his sub? Both men want her, and they soon realize they’ll have to share her, because she won’t choose between them. But Kari has a secret she
left behind in the Big Apple, or so she thinks... ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Be advised: This story includes five stories that focus on MFM BDSM activities. Alexandra Noir is thrilled to invite you into her kinky imagination. Here you can experience
encounters that she regularly enjoys (and a couple she's just dreamed of!)In A CEO in the Streets, a Sub in the Sheets Rena is the boss in her professional life. She's the CEO of
her company, the Queen of her castle and every man around her knows it. But she has a secret: When the blinds go down and the lights turn off, Rena doesn't want to be in
control anymore. She wants to surrender to will of men, that's right, she wants "men."She's accomplished a lot in her life so when she wants to surrender, she wants to go all the
way.With a tough project draining her focus and deadline looming, she needs to blow off steam, and she's found just the two guys to he help her do so. Nathan, a fellow
professional, and Will, a custodian with a dark streak, might be just the diversion she needs.In An Arranged Marriage Zolita left her native Ukraine to be the submissive wife of a
Hungarian who promised to get her family out of Ukraine as well. She that that she was capable of taking care of his needs, body and soul, but she never expected that her
husband's primary need was to watch her submit to other men!In She's a Two Dom Girl! Taylor had heard it all growing up: "Be a good girl!" "Wait for marriage!" "Boys don't want
sluts for wives!" She'd been taught that her desires were wrong, sinful. She'd begun to believe it but then a lifeline came in a scholarship from a prestigious music institute.Away
from home for the first time, she meets an intense and brooding man named Dean. Drawn to him and admiring his talent, she wastes little time in submitting to him and
discovering her true self. But her explorations aren't over. She's realizing that she's everything her family warned her against becoming. She's a slut who needs the attention of
men. When she meets Jackson, she realizes that one man will never be enough to satisfy her.In Boys and Their Toys Sasha's desperate. She's in need of some quick cash but
can't believe her luck. A modeling job that pays a thousand dollars? Did she hear that as an extra perk she'd be getting pampered at a spa resort for three days? Okay, so what's
the catch? Because there's ALWAYS a catch when a grand is involved.The ad said get paid to play, but what does that mean? Play with what? Her mind constructs different
scenarios, numerous products, and they all logically have to do with a spa and resort. Her impatience and need to pay bills has her rapidly filling out all the paperwork before the
bigger picture becomes clear.Then she discovers the products don't include some exotic new body wash. Instead, she'll be on display with two male models who are more than
willing to show her just how to play with BDSM gear. In A Sub Sandwich Amy and Will are on the rocks. After a long, happy marriage where both of them worked hard at their
respective careers, Amy has lost her job and is spiraling out of control. They're drifting apart, as Amy's resentment towards her husband's success is getting under her skin. She
has no idea what will bring them back together - until a last-gasp weekend away reveals the dark desires Will has been hiding from her all along.And soon, Amy is back in control
- well, under her husband's control. But the two of them want to take things to the next level. And soon, Amy is pushing her boundaries further than she ever imagined she could.
And loving every second of it...
Davy Meets His Match [Siren Allure: Erotic Consensual BDSM Romance, public exhibition, paddling, sex toys, HEA] When Davy Jones interviewed Dommes he didn't expect to
meet the woman of his dreams, Juniper Bale. What is she hiding from him? Juniper is challenged by two of the club's macho subs, and when she bests them both she knows
she's made enemies. She's fighting her attraction for Davy, reluctant to admit she's not the Domme she pretends to be. Davy drives her home and a chance touch fuels their
immediate and uncontrollable physical attraction. Some of his words trigger bad memories, but she refuses to tell him the details. She submits to him, but he promises to keep
her secret in the club. Juniper is made the target of a hate campaign, culminating in a serious incident which leads Davy to question his future. Old friends step in to help and
finally Davy makes a life-changing decision. Can Juniper reciprocate? Can she put to rest the demons that have haunted her for most of her life and seize her chance of
happiness with Davy? ** From Russia with Rope [MEnage Amour: Erotic Consensual BDSM MEnage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Three's a crowd? Certainly not when Dimitri
Orlov and Valentin Polyakov are drop-dead-gorgeous Russian Doms, with a passion for rope and Olivia Dalguise. She's attracted to both of them, but hesitates to commit to them
both. She wants to settle down, but Valentin's position is precarious and losing him would break her heart. Will Olivia's love for them prove stronger than her doubts? It's not until
she finds herself, and Dimitri's pregnant Borzoi, in danger that she realizes what she wants, but is it too late? Can the Doms of The Blood Red Rose Club rescue them in time to
save the pups? Will Dimitri and Valentin come up with a way to give their sub her happily ever after ending with both of them? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Camille's Seduction [Menage Amour: Erotic Historical Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, bondage, sex toys] Camille Capria is the loveliest girl in London, and three dukes,
the Tremont brothers, have decided to have her. Mortimer and Knoll Tremont aren't interested in marriage, but they are interested in having Camille in their bed. The brothers
hatch a plan for the oldest, Titus, to marry Camille so all three of them can share her with a veneer of propriety. The problem is they have to talk her into it. The bigger problem is
that Camille has a secret. Will desire be enough to keep them all together when the past threatens to destroy the present? ** Oh Baby [Menage and More: Erotic Historical
Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, with M/F/M/F/M, F/F elements, light BDSM, public exhibition, voyeurism, sex toys] Camille, Titus, Knoll, and Mortimer Tremont have made
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a lasting menage. Camille is expecting her first child, and excitement reigns in the household as she waits for the brothers to return from a trip. The only problem is that Knoll has
found a temptress elsewhere he is not sure he wants to resist, Mia Caldwell. He tells Camille of this, and she gives herself to him body and soul in a hot night in an attempt to get
his mind off of Mia. However, when Mia and her mother come to visit, it is clear Mia's intentions are toward marriage. Camille and the Tremont brothers don't trust Mia, and they
fight Knoll's noble inclination to save her from poverty, but he gives in and marries her. Mia agrees to join their arrangement, and a night of passion with Knoll, now her husband,
ensues. She soon invites the others into her bed, and they find her petite prettiness charming and sensual. Camille's baby is born. Joy fills the house again as harmony is
reached and their lust is fulfilled. All is well, but then Mortimer receives a strange visitor who threatens the peace and passion in the household. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Coveted Passions is the first short story collection from erotica autor Ethen Shear. This delightfully sexy collection contains ten short stories featuring a mix of themes, including bdsm, gay,
lesbian, menage, and couple's erotica. Included are five stories featuring multiple partners, two gay stories and three lesbian stories. Highlights include a young maid who gets caught
experimenting with her boss' toys; two young men who discover their feelings for each other on vacation; and a pair of best friends who share a love of sex, and decide to share partners as
well. Coveted Passions contains one sensual story after another that will keep you blushing long after you're done. The Maid Angie is a young student from New York. She takes a job as a
maid, and while she was cleaning an apartment, she found a chest with some BDSM equipment and a dildo. She's not one to pass up an opportunity, especially when she knows the boss is
headed out of town. Dungeons And Orgasms Susie and Tanya are roommates. Susie is a horny woman who, after being watched by Tanya, discovers that she needs more than just sex.
Tanya recommends her a place where she could find exactly what she needs. After a wild day of pain and orgasms, Susie learned about the services that were offered. My First Man Tony is a
young man who is having a difficult time with his girlfriend. Tony leaves to go to a party at his friend Greg's house. Tony and Greg find themselves alone and horny, and they turn to each
other. A Weekend In L.A. Although they have been friends for a long time, Ken and Charlie only recently discovered the attraction between them while on a long awaited trip to L.A. But this
entire discovery started with a naughty thing that Ken did in the restroom of a plane. The Housewife's Secret Denise is a housewife from the suburbs. She is friends with her next door
neighbor, Nicole. Nicole is recently divorced and Denise drops in one night to check on her to see if she is doing all right. Denise soon discovers that she can, indeed, make Nicole feel a bit
better about her current situation. Love and Secrets A young 22-year-old girl, Ashley, meets a very hot MILF in a lesbian bar. She meets Tasha and she and the beautiful older woman really
hit it off. They have a great time together, and after a wild night she finds out who the MILF is. BFF Always Share This is the story of two roommates and BFFs, Selena and Jenny, who
discovered that they have something in common: SEX. One Monday night they went out for some drinks and meet two guys, Frank and Mike. This leads the two girls and two boys into a crazy
orgy. Sex, Drugs And Rock N' Roll Joanne is taking a road trip to a rock concert. Unfortunately, she has a lack of cash and a need for a man, so she decides to hitchhike to the concert. A van
stops with a bunch of rockers in it, 2 girls and 2 guys. They all eventually give in to temptation. Immortal Love The story is that of a temptress that makes love to a married man but becomes
cursed to live on as a vampire by his wife.On her many travels, she comes upon a young man and realizes that it is James, her lover from many years ago who, like her, did not age due to the
same curse. Together, they travelled many years feeding on other couples while satisfying their urges. Passion Runs In Peter and Monica are adopted siblings in a typical single-parent
household. However, Monica has a dark secret that wpuld surprise.
Take a trip into a world where men plagued by curious thoughts can't help but act on their lustful desires. These three sizzling tales of naughty men doing the deed with one another bring the
heat, so be prepared. 1. Dorm Room Curiosities: Twenty-year-old Cameron hasn't had a girlfriend in two years, hasn't had sex in over one and finds himself relying on bisexual fantasies to get
off. Living in a small dorm room makes keeping secrets difficult, and his roommate, David, eventually finds out about the nasty things Cameron is into. But it's Cameron's lucky day. Sort of.
David and his girlfriend are looking for a third person to join them under the covers. There's just one catch: to tag along for a freaky three-way, Cameron has to drop to his knees and savior
what David's packing under his trousers. If he does, a reward is certainly in order -- but not the type this naïve college student expects. 2. Ben's Dangerous, Sinful Meeting: Ben's had his eye
on his best friend, Scott, for as long as he can remember. There are just a few minor problems: Scott's not gay and he's in a relationship. Luckily for Ben, a cheating girlfriend takes care of
problem number two and a few drinks reveal that problem number one isn't entirely true. But Ben finds out that fooling around with his best friend is not at all like he was expecting it to be -- it's
a lot rougher, more demeaning and a whole lot hotter. Who knew cable ties and a gag could spice things up so much? 3. Curiosity Got Me Drilled: In the deep recesses of Jason's mind -- a
place he doesn't like to go -- are secrets that no one knows. But when his gay roommate, Brent, catches him tugging on his shaft to some questionable videos that most straight men wouldn't
get off on, the floodgates open and the secrets pour out. Will Jason's curiosity about other men be satiated, or will Brent's idea of bedroom fun prove to be too much for him to handle? This
17,000 word short story collection features gay men, virgins, light bdsm, college roommates, group sex, oral sex, anal play and a whole slew of creamy surprises!
You know you want this, so come and get it -- then come again, and again! An erotic bundle featuring 150 of the hottest sex stories ever written... it's sure to get your heart beating fast and
your hands wandering to naughty places! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners,
first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding,
bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy
women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction,
bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW,
xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories,
bundle, collection, anthology.
Read and experiences the adventures of the submissive stunning females as they submit every inch of their breathtaking bodies, relinquishing control of their most intimate part……..……..to
multiple men!! 150 stories of your secret desires! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple
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partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic
breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step,
sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult,
fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free
BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories,
bundle, collection, anthology.
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, public exhibition, spanking, flogging, wax play, sex toys, HEA] When Angela Davidson asks Doms
Nash Stonecraft and Ian Malloy to train her as a submissive, she gets more than a flogging demo. She's in danger of losing her heart to the two charismatic, sexy Doms. But what will happen
when they discover her secret? Nash Stonecraft doesn't fall in love. When you love someone, they die. After losing his parents at a young age and having to manage his family's business
ventures on his own, Nash lives a life of mystery and intrigue, including running a private BDSM club in his home. But he's lonely and unfulfilled, until he meets Angela. Ian Malloy has been
unlucky in love, and he hopes Angela will change all that. But can he share her with Nash without jealousy ripping him apart? When a fake ghost hunter searching for buried money on Nash's
property shows up and Angela gets caught in the crossfire, both men might lose her forever. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
"Passions ought to be slowly coaxed. Like the embers you've just stirred, it takes time to arouse a woman's pleasure." Paris Ashcroft supports himself by offering discreet sexual liaisons to
women whose husbands neglect their duties. However, when Sophia Lovich—the woman he’s lost his heart to—seeks his affections, he’s caught up in a web of passion between a husband
and wife… “A wonderfully erotic quick read for anyone looking for a great historical ménage!” – Full Moon Bites Book Reviewer Favourite. Please note, this title was originally published as
Menage After Midnight. Series titles Capturing Cora, Seducing Sophia Taming Taylor regency romance books, historical menage romance, regency menage romance, historical romance,
historical romance books, summer reads, holiday reads, beach reads, romance books, alpha male, steamy romance, erotic romance, erotic romance books, erotic romance novels, historical
erotic romance, regency erotic romance, rake romance, alpha duke hero, steamy, steamy romance, regency duke romance, regency romance series, historical romance, mmf books,
threesome books, romance series, historical romance series, action-adventure, adventure romance, action romance, romance novel, action-adventure romance, thrilling romance, steamy
romance, romance series, action romance, adventure romance books, adventure romance series, british romance, UK romance, secrets, madelynne ellis novel, scandalous seductions series,
romps & rakehells books, romps & rakehells madelynne ellis, steamy romance, romance series, wealthy, USA today, new york times bestseller, new york times bestseller, USA today
bestseller, hot romance, samantha kane brothers in arms, kate pearce house of pleasure, romance series, romance books, strong female lead, mad bad and dangerous to know, stories,
sensual, sensual romance, hot guy, hot duke, racy, sexy, family, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, romance series, short series, short romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy
heroes, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, love story, smart romance, sensual, sensual romance, third person romance, steamy, steamy
romance, romance series, historical romance series, short romance reads, romance series, duke, duke romance, rake, rakehell romance, playboy hero, bad boy duke, bad boy hero, bad boy
romances, wealthy, rich hero, male pov romance, dual pov, hot romance, sensual, sexy, hot, angsty romance, brooding hero, brooding aristocrat, brooding duke, menage romance, historical
menage a trois, regency menage a trois, threesome romance, regency menage, mmf, bisexual romance, bisexual erotic romance, bisexual menage romance, polyamory, polyamorous
relationship, two guys one girl, regency house party, bbw, holiday stories. Will appeal to fans of Samantha Kane, Kate Pearce, & Jess Michaels.
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